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Abstract 

Health care data includes patient centric data, their treatment data and resource management data. It is very massive and information 

rich. Data mining techniques have been used in healthcare research and known to be effective. The Healthcare industry is generally 

“information rich”, which is not feasible to handle manually. These large amounts of data are very important in the field of Data 

Mining to extract useful information and generate relationships amongst the attributes. The doctors and experts available are not 

in proportion with the population. Also, symptoms often be neglected. Heart disease diagnosis is a complex task which requires 

much experience and knowledge. Heart disease is a single largest cause of death in developed countries and one of the main 

contributors to disease burden in developing countries. In the health care industry the data mining is mainly used for predicting the 

diseases from the datasets. The Data Mining techniques, namely SVM, Ensemble Classifier methods, Decision Trees, Naive Bayes, 

Neural Networks and Genetic Algorithm are analyzed on Heart disease database.   

Keywords: Data Mining, Decision Trees, Ensemble Classifiers, Genetic Algorithm, Heart Disease, Naive Bayes, Neural 
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Data mining is the process of extracting information from data. It is also called as knowledge discovery. Data mining has become 

more and more popular to analyze large amount of data in the past few years. “Data Mining is a non-trivial extraction of implicit, 

previously unknown and potential useful information about data. In short, it is a process of analyzing data from different perspective 

and gathering the knowledge from it. The discovered knowledge can be used for different applications especially in healthcare 

industry. Nowadays healthcare industry generates large amount of data about patients and disease diagnosis. Data mining provides 

a set of techniques to discover hidden patterns from data. A major challenge facing Healthcare industry is quality of service. Quality 

of service implies diagnosing disease correctly provides effective treatments to patients. Poor diagnosis can lead to disastrous 

consequences which are unacceptable. 

II. HEART DISEASE 

The heart is important organ or part of our body. Life is itself dependent on efficient working of heart. If operation of heart is not 

proper, it will affect the other body parts of human such as brain, kidney etc. It is nothing more than a pump, which pumps blood 

through the body. If circulation of blood in body is inefficient the organs like brain suffer and if heart stops working altogether, 

death occurs within minutes. Life is completely dependent on efficient working of the heart. The term Heart disease refers to 

disease of heart & blood vessel system within it. 

There are number of factors which increase the risk of Heart disease: 

- Family history of heart disease  

- Smoking  

- Cholesterol  

- Poor diet  

- High blood pressure  

- High blood cholesterol  

- Obesity  

- Physical inactivity  

- Hyper tension  

Symptoms of a heart attack includes discomfort, pressure, heaviness, or pain in the chest, arm, or below the breastbone, 

discomfort radiating to the back, jaw, throat, or arm, indigestion, sweating, nausea, vomiting, extreme weakness, anxiety, or 

shortness of breath, rapid or irregular  heartbeats. Initial symptoms may start as a mild discomfort that progress to significant pain. 

In general to detect a disease numerous tests must be conducted in a patient. The usage of data mining techniques in disease 

prediction is to reduce the test and increase the accuracy rate of detection. 
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 Types of heart disease: 

Heart disease is a broad term that includes all types of diseases affecting different components of the heart. Heart means 'cardio.' 

Therefore, all heart diseases belong to the category of cardiovascular diseases. Some types of Heart diseases are  

 Coronary heart disease:  

It also known as coronary artery disease (CAD), it is the most common type of heart disease across the world. It is a condition in 

which plaque deposits block the coronary blood vessels leading to a reduced supply of blood and oxygen to the heart.  

 Angina pectoris:  

It is a medical term for chest pain that occurs due to insufficient supply of blood to the heart. Also known as angina, it is a warning 

signal for heart attack. The chest pain is at intervals ranging for few seconds or minutes. 

 Congestive heart failure: 

 It is a condition where the heart cannot pump enough blood to the rest of the body. It is commonly known as heart failure. 

 Cardiomyopathy: 

 It is the weakening of the heart muscle or a change in the structure of the muscle due to inadequate heart pumping. Some of the 

common causes of cardiomyopathy are hypertension, alcohol consumption, viral infections, and genetic defects. 

 Congenital heart disease: 

 It also known as congenital heart defect, it refers to the formation of an abnormal heart due to a defect in the structure of the heart 

or its functioning. It is also a type of congenital disease that children are born with.  

 Arrhythmias: 

 It is associated with a disorder in the rhythmic movement of the heartbeat. The heartbeat can be slow, fast, or irregular. These 

abnormal heartbeats are caused by a short circuit in the heart's electrical system.  

 Myocarditis: 

 It is an inflammation of the heart muscle usually caused by viral, fungal, and bacterial infections affecting the heart. It is an 

uncommon disease with few symptoms like joins pain, leg swelling or fever that cannot be directly related to the heart. 

III. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Numerous studies have been done that have focus on diagnosis of heart disease. They have applied different data mining techniques 

for diagnosis & achieved different probabilities for different methods. 

Abdulkadir Sengur [1] proposed Support Vector Machine Ensembles for Intelligent Diagnosis of Valvular Heart Disease. The 

model employs the use of ensemble learning for improving Support Vector Machine classifiers.  

Sellappan Palaniappan and Rafiah Awang [2] proposed Heart Disease Decision Support System (HDDSS) using data mining 

classification modeling techniques. The model employs three data mining techniques namely Decision Tree, Naïve Bayes and 

Neural Network.  

Tzung-I Tang, et al [3] compared decision tree and system reconstruction analysis as applied to heart disease medical data 

mining.  

Sumit Bhatia, et al [4] proposed a decision support system for heart disease classification based on support vector machine 

(SVM) and integer-coded genetic algorithm (GA). For selecting the important and relevant features and discarding the irrelevant 

and redundant ones, integer-coded genetic algorithm is used which also maximizes SVM’s classification accuracy.  

Asha Rajkumar and Sophia Reena [5] used tanagra tool for classification and the results are compared. The accuracy of Naïve 

Bayes is 52.33%, Decision List is 52% and KNN is 45.67%.  

Leo Breiman [6] proposed bagging predictors for generating multiple versions of a predictor and using these to get an aggregated 

predictor which improves accuracy. Marina   

Skurichina and Robert P. W. Duin [7] proposed bagging, boosting and the random subspace methods for improving weak 

classifiers.  

Abdulkadir Sengur [8] proposed ensemble learning classifiers for diagnosis of valvular heart disorders. The performance of 

ensemble methodology is evaluated using a data set containing 215 samples and achieved 95.9% sensitivity and 96% specificity 

rate in ensemble methods. 

Subha, et. al [9] applied genetic algorithm and SVM for finding relevant features for cardiotocogram classification.  

Resul Das, et. al [10] proposed a neural network ensemble method. The ensemble-based method creates new models by 

combining the posterior probabilities of the predicted values from multiple predecessor models. It obtained 97.4% classification 

accuracy from the experiments made on data set containing 215 samples and 100% and 96% sensitivity and specificity values in 

valvular heart disease diagnosis. 

IV. DATA MINING TECHNIQUES USED FOR PREDICTIONS 

The three different data mining classification techniques such as SVM, Ensemble methods, Neural Networks, Decision Trees, and 

Naive Bayes are used to analyze the dataset. 
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 SVM: 

SVM is a commonly used technique for data classification. SVM produces a model which predicts target value of data instances 

in the testing set. Support Vector Machine (SVM) is used when data has exactly two classes. An SVM classifier classifies data by 

finding the best hyperplane that separates all data points of one class from the other class. The hyperplane with the largest margin 

between the two classes is the best one. Margin means the maximal width of the slab parallel to the hyperplane that has no interior 

data points.   

Optimization problem can be rewritten as follws: 

Max M (𝛼) 

= −
1
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Optimal hyperplane with maximal margin: 
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SVM for nonlinear classification in the input space is: 

 (x) = sgn [∑ 𝑏𝑖𝑠𝑣 𝛼𝑖  𝐾(𝑎𝑖,𝑎) + 𝑏] 

 Ensemble Classifier (EC) 

Ensemble Data Mining Methods also known as Committee Methods or Model Combiners are machine learning methods that 

leverage the power of multiple models to achieve better prediction accuracy than any of the individual models could on their own. 

 Ensemble Classifier Methods: 

- Bagging 

- Boosting 

- Random Subspace 

Recently bagging, boosting and the random subspace method have become popular combining techniques for improving weak 

classifiers. 

 Bagging: 

Bootstrap aggregation, or bagging, is a technique proposed by that can be used with many classification methods and regression 

methods to reduce the variance associated with prediction, and thereby improve the prediction process. It is a relatively simple 

idea many bootstrap samples are drawn from the available data some prediction method is applied to each bootstrap sample, and 

then the results are combined, by averaging for regression and simple voting for classification, to obtain the overall prediction, 

with the variance being reduced due to the averaging. 

 Boosting: 

The AdaBoost family of algorithms also known as boosting is another category of powerful ensemble methods. It explicitly alters 

the distribution of training data fed to every individual classifier specifically weight so each training sample. Initially the weights 

are uniform for all the training samples. During the boosting procedure adjusted after the training of each classifier is completed. 

For misclassified samples the weights are increased while for correctly classified samples are decreased. The final ensemble is 

constructed by combining individual classifiers according to their own accuracies. 

 Random Subspace:  

This method takes the advantage of high dimensionality and is an effective counter measure for the traditional problem of the curse 

of dimensionality. Its merit can be attributed to the high ensemble diversity which compensates for the possible deficiency of 

accuracies in individual classifiers. In random subspace feature subspaces are picked at random from the original feature space and 

individual classifiers are created only based on those attributes in the chosen feature subspaces using the original training set. The 

outputs from different individual classifiers are combined by the uniform majority voting to give the final prediction.  

 Neural Networks:  

An artificial neural network (ANN), often just called a "neural network" (NN), is a mathematical model or computational model 

based on biological neural network. In other words, it is an emulation of biological neural system. A Multi-layer Perceptron Neural 

Networks (MLPNN) is used. It maps a set of input data onto a set of appropriate output data. It consists of 3 layers input layer, 

hidden layer & output layer. There is connection between each layer & weights are assigned to each connection. The primary 

function of neurons of input layer is to divide input xi into neurons in hidden layer. Neuron of hidden layer adds input signal xi 
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with weights wji of respective connections from input layer. The output Yj is function of Yj = f (Σ wji xi) Where f is a simple 

threshold function such as sigmoid or hyperbolic tangent function.   

 Decision Trees:  

The decision tree approach is more powerful for classification problems. There are two steps in this techniques building a tree & 

applying the tree to the dataset. There are many popular decision tree algorithms CART, ID3, C4.5, CHAID, and J48. From these 

J48 algorithm is used for this system. J48 algorithm uses pruning method to build a tree. Pruning is a technique that reduces size 

of tree by removing over fitting data, which leads to poor accuracy in predications. The J48 algorithm recursively classifies data 

until it has been categorized as perfectly as possible. This technique gives maximum accuracy on training data. The overall concept 

is to build a tree that provides balance of flexibility & accuracy. 

 Naive Bayes: 

Naive Bayes classifier is based on Bayes theorem. This classifier algorithm uses conditional independence, means it assumes that 

an attribute value on a given class is independent of the values of other attributes. The Bayes theorem is as follows: Let X={x1, 

x2, .....,xn} be a set of n attributes. In Bayesian, X is considered as evidence and H be some hypothesis means, the data of X 

belongs to specific class C. We have to determine P (H|X), the probability that the hypothesis H holds given evidence i.e. data 

sample X. According to Bayes theorem the P (H|X) is expressed as P (H|X) = P (X| H) P (H) / P (X). 

 Genetic Algorithm: 

Genetic Algorithms (GAs) [11] are randomized search and optimization techniques guided by the principles of evolution and 

natural genetics. They are efficient, adaptive and robust search processes, producing near optimal solutions and have a large amount 

of implicit parallelism. The searching capability of GAs is exploited for the placement of a number of hyperplanes, say H, for 

approximating the decision boundaries. The method involves encoding the parameters of the hyperplanes in binary strings called 

chromosomes, in the feature space that yields minimum misclassification. GA-classifier, can be well applied to a variety of data 

sets having both non-overlapping, non-convex, and overlapping classes. Its recognition scores were found to be comparable to, 

sometimes better than, those of the k-NN the Bayes maximum likelihood classifier and a multilayer perceptron based classifier. 

Note that the estimation of a proper value of H is crucial for a good performance of the algorithm. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The overall objective is to study the various data mining techniques available to predict the heart disease and to compare them to 

find the best method of prediction. 
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